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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
Dear EURAM Colleagues and Friends

C

hristmas time is approaching
fast, and so is the time for reflections also for what has taken
place during the year. My first six
months as President of EURAM have
also just passed, and it has been a wonderful experience to meet so many
people enthusiastic about our vision to
be a European-based community of
engaged management scholars. There
is obviously a need for EURAM, and
EURAM has needs to meet among its
members, in the general academic
community, and for business and policy. This is what we are working for
together.
We have this year seen the SIGs developing, and we have all for the first time
been invited to become members of
two SIGs. The SIGs will get an increasing role in organizing EURAM and our
conference. Each SIG will have their
own officers, constitutions and budget.
We have now got committed groups
of SIG organizers that are in the processes of changing EURAM from a conference to a community. We will expect over the coming years to increase
the number of SIGs so that all management scholars in Europe can find a
home and regular meeting place in
EURAM.
Various ad hoc task forces have been
established. The task forces have a
mandate to find ways to develop
EURAM. Their mandate is till May

2011. We have now task forces on improving conference quality, research
and community building, governance
and strategy, professional practices,
awards and fellows, and task forces will
be soon be established on practice outreach and external relations. Thanks to
all those committed to develop
EURAM by serving on these task
forces.
We are also in the process of moving
to a new publisher, Wiley-Blackwell.
We are setting high ambitions for the
development of EMR, and we want to it
to become the first publishing choice
for our members and management
scholars in Europe. However, lots of
efforts are put on all of us to raise EMR
to that level, but the potential is there.
EURAM board members, SIG organizers and the EURAM executive committee members spent a day in Oxford a
week ago to discuss strategy implications of the Wiley-Blackwell relationship. Wiley-Blackwell will help us build
a community, and they will provide us
with several membership benefits in
addition to the direct development of
the journal. All of our members will get
access to fourteen top management
journals. We will develop new webplatforms for EURAM and the SIGs
with Wiley-Blackwell, and we will
search for new and challenging ways to
publish and communicate our research.
I am also enthusiastic about the possibilities we will get during our annual
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meeting in Tallinn 1-4 June 2011. Many
of us found that the conference at Tor
Vergata University in Rome in many
ways was path-breaking. It was a meeting place for management scholars,
and we met with publishers, a large
number of journals had their editorial
board meetings, and plenary sessions
were organized at various levels. We
will follow all the positive experiences
from Rome, and we will in addition
put efforts in challenging practitioners
and policymakers to discuss with us.
University and research directors as
well as leaders of other international
associations of management will be
invited. The venue in Tallinn will be
very concentrated with maximum five
to ten minutes walk from the hotels to
the meeting rooms. Preconference
activities in the SIGs will be facilitated.
The time is now to plan our trips to
Tallinn and to prepare our submissions.

with all of you to meet the mission of
EURAM and meeting the needs for
our members, the academic community and business and policy.
Best wishes for the holiday season,
Morten Huse
President EURAM
Professor BI Norwegian School of
Management

Lastly, I would like thank all the SIG
chairs and Track Chairs of EURAM
2010 & 2011, the Board Members for
their continuous dedication to the
Academy as well as the Executive
Committee members, Peter McKiernan, Ruth Alas, Alfonso Gambardella, Luca Gnan, Kathrin
Moeslein, Hans van Ees, Henk Volberda and Maurizio Zollo. Many
thanks also to Luisa Jaffé from the
Brussels head office and to Swapnesh
Masrani, Editorial Assistant of the
EURAM Newsletter for their support.
I look forward to continue working
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Dear Colleagues,
EURAM 2011 organizing committee greets you all from snowy Tallinn, where we expect to meet you in a
little over than 6 months. We are working hard on organizing a good conference for you and continuously
encourage you to submit papers to our 47 tracks, which should be enough to fit all kind of different but
important management related research. We kindly remind you that the theme of the conference is
"Management Culture in the 21st Century". Tallinn is the European Captial of Culture in 2011, which makes
it the perfect location for these debates. The deadline for the submission of full papers is 17 January 2011,
2:00 p.m. Brussels time. Submissions will be done on-line on the EURAM’11 Website:
www.euram2011.org/r/scripts/register/default.asp Take a moment to read about the submission guidelines
and formatting instructions on www.euram2011.org
Our team has reached to agreements with two keynote speakers, who are Geert Hofstede and Andres
Kütt from Skype. Geert Hofstede is a well-known Dutch social-psychologist and researcher on cultural dimension who needs no further introduction. His research allows us to apprehend how culture affects the
organizational processes. To find out more about Geert Hofstedes‘ activities today please see www.geerthofstede.com/ and www.geerthofstede.nl/index.aspx
Skype is an Estonian established software-based communications platform that offers high-quality, easy-to-use
tools for both consumers and businesses to communicate and collaborate globally through voice, video and
text conversations. Founded in 2003 and based in Luxembourg, their mission is to be the communications
platform of choice around the world. They enable users with virtually any Internet-connected device to communicate with each other by voice, video and instant message for free, or make low cost voice calls to fixed
or mobile numbers virtually anywhere in the world. They had 124 million average monthly connected users
for the three months ended June 30, 2010 and their users placed 95 billion calling minutes over Skype in the
first half of 2010, approximately 40% of which were video. Skype can be downloaded onto computers, mobile
phones and other connected devices for free at www.skype.com.
Happy holidays and see you again next year!
With best wishes on behalf of the organizing committee,
Professor Ruth Alas
Conference Chair, EURAM‘11
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EURAM 2011 Doctoral Colloquium
May 31st - June 1st 2011
Estonian Business School, Tallinn (Estonia)
Are you a second or higher year doctoral student?
Would you like to become part of a highly motivated community of young researchers?
Do you want to engage with doctoral students from different parts of Europe?
Do you want to become the winner of the ―EURAM 2011 Doctoral Colloquium Best Paper Award‖?
Are you are ready to try something different?
Then we would like to invite you to the EURAM 2011 Doctoral Colloquium!
Explore
Learn from leading management scholars! AND Learn from those, who have just finished...and survived their PhD!
In the first part of the colloquium experienced management scholars will share their knowledge in doing
research and being a researcher. Learning from those scholars and asking them all the questions you‘ve
always wanted to ask is a great opportunity to become part of the management research community.
Furthermore, we will invite participants of the 2009 and 2010 doctoral colloquium, who have just finished
their PhD, to share their experience with you. Don‘t miss this great opportunity to learn about the
strategies that helped your peers and to get useful insights on how to survive a PhD.
For the first time, this session will be organized in two parallel tracks designed to meet the specific needs
of students in different stages of their thesis. There will be a ―Management and Methods‖ track dedicated to those who are in the middle of the process and a ―Design and Publication‖ for those who
think about finishing within 2011.
Experience
Learn from each other!
In the second and largest part of the colloquium you will discuss your papers in small groups – each supervised by a senior researcher. The aim is not to give a ―traditional‖ paper presentation but to briefly
outline your research and then seek for advice and feedback for the particular questions you have. To do
so we will circulate the papers of each member of a particular discussion group in advance to make sure
that each one can read the papers of the others already on his/her way to Tallinn.
Engage
Identify future trends of management research!
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In the third part of the colloquium you will explore how to become part of the EURAM Community of
researchers. We will invite you to become part of our growing online community and tell you – as pro-

Express
Express your talent and win one of EURAMs paper awards for doctoral students!
Our scientific committee will select the winner of the ―EURAM 2011 Doctoral Colloquium Best Paper
Award‖ among all accepted full papers / proposals.
Procedure & Important Dates
Please upload the following documents at www.euram2011.org by January, 11th 2011:
1. Your CV
2. A short letter of motivation,
3. A letter of recommendation by your PhD supervisor
4. EITHER an abstract (500 words) of your dissertation marked as ―ABSTRACT‖ OR a full paper/
dissertation proposal (max. 15 pages), marked as ―PAPER‖ or ―PROPOSAL OF DOCTORAL DISSERTATION‖. Please note that only full papers/dissertation proposals can be considered for the Doctoral Colloquium Award 2011.
A signed statement stating, that ―in the case of acceptance for the doctoral colloquium I have the funding and
will definitely participate in the doctoral colloquium‖.
Please refer to our Submission Guidelines for specific information regarding your submission.
You will be notified about the decision of the doctoral colloquium committee by February, 28th 2011.
If you have questions about uploading your documents, please contact Luisa Jaffé from the EIASM office.
Fees (to be announced in November 2010)
Participation fees for the Doctoral Colloquium (DC) only:
Reduced participation fees for DC & full Conference (to include Gala Dinner):
Chairs
Prof. Dr. Kathrin M. Möslein, University of Erlangen-Nuremberg & CLIC – Center for Leading Innovation &
Cooperation), HHL- Leipzig Graduate School of Management
Dr. Hagen Habicht, CLIC – Center for Leading Innovation & Cooperation, HHL- Leipzig Graduate School of
Management
Hosted by
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Submission Guidelines
Please send in EITHER an abstract (500 words) of your dissertation marked as ―ABSTRACT‖ OR a full
paper/ dissertation proposal (max. 15 pages), marked as ―PAPER‖ or ―PROPOSAL‖. Please note that only
full papers/ dissertation proposals can be considered for the Doctoral Colloquium Award 2011.
Guidelines for ABSTRACT submissions (max. 500 words)
Submit an abstract for your doctoral dissertation project that is no longer than 500 words (double spaced;
excluding references). Furthermore the following elements need to be covered:
title of your dissertation project
1 to 3 keywords and one topic area which must be part of the list below
Your abstract should refer to the key question to be addressed, to a theory that you intent to base your
work on, to a methodical approach you intend to employ, as well as to key references to which you
connect your work.
Guidelines for DISSERTATION PROPOSAL / FULL PAPER submissions (max. 15 pages)
Submit a paper/proposal of doctoral dissertation that is no longer than 10-15 pages (double spaced; excluding
references, tables and figures). Even if you submit a paper dealing with a specific aspect of your doctoral disser-tation or a proposal of your doctoral dissertation, the following elements need to be covered:
Short Abstract (max. 300 words)
1 to 3 keywords and one topic area which must be chosen from the list below
Introduction
Theoretical Framework
Method
Findings (your paper is a proposal for doctoral dissertation, please present expected findings if you already have some OR leave this section out and focus on the theoretical framework)
Discussion & Conclusion
References
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List of Topic Areas
Please provide up to three keywords for your submission and also please indicate in which ONE of the following topic areas your submission can be classified.
Business & Society
Corporate Governance
Gender Equality and Diversity in Management
General Management (management discip-lines not covered in this list)
Innovation
International Management
Knowledge and Learning
Project Organization
Public Management
Research Methods and Research Practice
Sport as a Business
Strategic Management
**************************************************************************************************
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2nd EURAM Early Career Colloquium
“Network(ed) Research”
February 23rd – 25th, 2011
Hosted by the University of Innsbruck

Registration Deadline: December 15th 2010
After the initial success in Nuremberg and the following meeting at the EURAM conference in Rome, we are
pleased to announce the 2nd EURAM Early Career Colloquium (EECC). The ‗Early Career Community‘
organizes the 2nd EECC in February 2011, which is hosted by the University of Innsbruck (Austria), surrounded by beautiful mountain landscapes.
The aim is to offer a platform designed for early career academics (i.e., assistant professors, Post-doc researchers, recently appointed associate professors, interested PhD students). Therefore, topics include early
career issues, which are discussed within an open forum with established scientists and researchers. Participants learn from ‗survivors‘, who have already achieved a position as full/associate/assistant professor. Furthermore, the ‗Early Career Community‘ wants to offer a possibility for networking, knowledge exchange
and project promoting.
This year, the 2nd EECC will focus on ―Network(ed) Research‖. We invite early careers in this area to
contribute to this colloquium with their expertise and to network in this scientific community. Research may
include the following questions:
Why and how are networks important for management/business/research?
How can networks in management/business/research be studied?
Which are the prerequisites (resources, capabilities, knowledge, cultural issues, etc.) for successful networks in management/business/research?
Which coordination mechanisms foster networks in management/business/research?
Thus, it is the aim of this colloquium to contribute to the conversation on ―Network(ed) Research‖, but we
also intend to set up a group of early career scholars interested in cross-disciplinary research to address
different and challenging questions in the field of ―Network(ed) Research‖.
Participants International Early Career Scholars in all fields of management dealing with ―Network(ed) Research‖
Fee 120€
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Preliminary structure of colloquium
Day1. Informal get-together in the evening
Day2. Welcome by Morten Huse (president of EURAM), Peter McKiernan (past president of EURAM),
Albrecht Becker (dean University of Innsbruck School of Management), Kurt Matzler (Department
of Strategic Management, Marketing and Tourism)
Introduction of participants – Speed dating
Career development for post-docs by Peter McKiernan
―Learning to say no‖ – career development for post-docs part I & II by Anne S. Huff
Day3. ―Learning to say no‖ – career development for post-docs part III by Anne S. Huff
Meet the survivors – learn from the experience of others
―Give & Take‖ (possibilities for networking, knowledge sharing and project promoting)
Farewell
Application Please send your CV, a short description of your research projects in ―Network(ed) Research‖, and a list where you currently search for academic jobs and research funding (networks / websites /
outlets / portals). Please also indicate what you are hoping to find at the 2nd EECC which other participants
can provide (methodological or theoretical knowledge, access to researchers/companies/institutions/funding
etc.) and what you are willing to contribute to the 2nd EECC. Send your application to eecc-smt@uibk.ac.at
no later than December 15th 2010. You will receive information regarding your acceptance by January 5 th
2011. Acceptance will be based on appropriateness of research and the date of the receipt of the application
(first-come-first-served).
For more information please do not hesitate to contact Julia Mueller (julia.mueller@uibk.ac.at), Dagmar Abfalter (dagmar.abfalter@uibk.ac.at) or Melanie Zaglia (melanie.zaglia@uibk.ac.at).
Contact
University of Innsbruck
Department of Strategic Management, Marketing and Tourism
Universitaetsstrasse 15, 6020 Innsbruck, Austria
www.strategic-management.at
EURAM Early Career Community
www.euram.org/
www.facebook.com/eura.eecc
http://twitter.com/EURAM_EECC
**********************************************************************************************
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Imagination Lab Awards

D

on't miss the opportunity to gain the international recognition and 12.000 Swiss Francs that comes
with the Imagination Lab Foundation Award. The application is easy to complete and can be found at
www.euram2011.org in the section iLab Award.
Deadline for applications: 28 March 2011

Let's keep encouraging innovative scholarship in the field of management and organizational
studies!
Selection Committee Members: Joep Cornelissen, Leeds University Business School; Henk Volberda, Rotterdam School of Management, Matt Statler, NYU Stern School of Business.
Since 2007, in collaboration with EURAM, Imagination Lab Foundation offers the annual
―Imagination Lab Foundation Award for Innovative Scholarship‖. This Award is designed to promote innovative academic activity, including research, teaching and interface with practice. The Award is presented to the
recipient during the annual EURAM conference. The Award consists of a joint diploma from Imagination Lab
Foundation and EURAM and a donation of CHF 12‘000 from Imagination Lab Foundation. For more details
on the Award including selection criteria, go to www.euram2011.org. To apply for the award, please complete the form available on www.euram2011.org/ by 28 March, 2011.
For more details on Imagination Lab Foundation, visit www.imagilab.org
For information about previous award winners, visit www.euram-online.org
Purpose and Selection Criteria
This Award recognizes contributions that fall within the purposes of both Imagination Lab and EURAM. The
former is to support scholarship that complements traditional management and organization theories with ideas
grounded in the art and sciences, especially those of imagination and play, and the latter is to promote multidisciplinary theoretical perspectives and methodological pluralism as well as critical examinations of the historical and philosophical roots of management theory and praxis. The shared space that connects these purposes deserves more
attention as well as encouragement and the Award serves that purpose.
Selection criteria for the Award involve two dimensions. The first dimension of the Award is ―scholarship.‖
This is about the extent to which the academic activity crosses boundaries in terms of theories, the extent to
which it involves interaction between theory and practice, the extent to which expresses humility, and to the
extent to which it demonstrates a willingness to communicate ideas to different communities.
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The second dimension is "innovativeness.‖ This includes the extent to which the academic activity exploits
existing thinking and/or practice in new ways, explores new possibilities in thinking and/or practice, the extent to which it has already, or aspires to improve current thinking and/or practice, and the extent to which
it challenges current thinking and/or practice.
Many strive to be both scholarly and innovative, but only few succeed. To be both highly scholarly and very innovative in the shared space between the EURAM and Imagination Lab purposes is a real achievement.
Application Process
Applications should include:
1. a one-page narrative statement of overall qualifications for the Award;
2. a one-page summary of one particularly relevant piece of research, teaching or practice;
3. a curriculum vitae;
4. two letters of recommendation, with at least one from a chaired professor.
These documents should be submitted in a .zip file and uploaded to http://www.euram2011.org by 28 March
2011, 15:00 Brussels Time.
Applications submitted after this deadline will not be considered. Candidates will receive a notification before
3 May 2011. The awardee must be available to attend the EURAM conference and receive the Award personally.
**********************************************************************************************************
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CALL FOR PAPERS, CONFERENCES, RESEARCH GRANTS, VACANCIES ETC

W

elcome to news about your Academy journal. In Volume 6, Issue 4, the journal carried a special
issue on Strategic Dynamics in Industry Architectures: The Challenges of Knowledge Integration, guest edited by Stefano Brusoni, Michael G Jacobides and Andrea Prencipe. Please take a
moment to view two key papers from this issue.
Industry Architecture as a Determinant of Successful Platform Strategies: A Case Study of The I-Mode Mobile
Internet Service by Richard Tee and Annabelle Garwer
Building Architectural Advantage in the US Motion Picture Industry: Lew Wasserman and The Music Corporation of America by Fabrizio Ferraro and Kerem Gurses
Also, Stay posted for the forthcoming issue 7.1 which includes articles by Peter Klein, Jo Mahoney, Anita
McGahan, and Christos Pitelis on Public Entrepreneurship; Anne Parmigiani and Will Mitchell on the
Hollow Corporation; and Sabina Nielsen and Morten Huse on Women‘s Contribution to Board Decisionmaking.
EURAM members can access this entire issue, as well as the full archive for the EMR through the EURAM
website.
Special Issue (2011)
Re-thinking the Firm in a Post Crisis World, (Special Issue Editors: Edward Freeman and Maurio
Zollo) www.palgrave-journals.com/emr
*It couldn't be easier to submit a paper*
EMR has now adopted the ScholarOne Manuscripts submission and peer review system. To submit a paper
to the journal, simply go to http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/emr and follow the Log In instructions Please
note that submissions which were made before 9th December, 2009, continue to be processed through
our previous submission system at http://emr.msubmit.net
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*Recommend EMR to your librarian*

P

lease help us to get EMR into more libraries worldwide, and recommend the journal to your librarian.
Your endorsement is vital. http://www.palgrave-journals.com/emr/collect.pdf
* A NEW SECTION FOR EMR - 'Q UES TION S AND P ROPOSITION S*

Q&P publishes short pieces, of about one page, clearly divided into three sections:
a research question;
a focal proposition that the authors believe answers the question;
one or two paragraphs of summary logic for the proposition.
Authors may add a fourth section explaining how they would test the proposition.
The goal of Q&P is to provide a platform to discuss ideas that have reached more than ‗bubble stage‘ but are
not yet fully fledged. We will consider publications of comments and suggestions on published Q&P ideas in
later Issues of the Review to further enhance the spirit of a discussion forum.
Submissions to Q&P enable the authors to receive early stage reviewers‘ reactions to assess whether their
ideas are worth pursuing further or how to modifiy them. This is why we encourage in particular submissions
from PhD students and young scholars. We plan to involve leading scholars to review the submissions.
**********************************************************************************************************
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Access All Areas:
Free Online Access to Palgrave Macmillan Journals in May

P

algrave Macmillan, publishers of European Management Review in
association with EURAM, are pleased to announce that our annual
Access All Areas 2010 will run from 1st to 31st May 2010.

Access All Areas will provide free, unrestricted online access to Palgrave
Macmillan‘s complete journals portfolio. We publish high quality, scholarly
journals across the core disciplines of the humanities, the social sciences
and business and management. You will have access to over 70 journals including European Management Review
(www.palgrave-journals.com/emr/)

Free access to the PM Journals content will be via the usual Journals website at:
www.palgrave-journals.com.
From 30th April 2010 further information can be found at www.palgrave-journals.com/accessallareas/
Please feel free to tell your colleagues and students about this free online offer and encourage them to explore the content available.
We hope you enjoy accessing all areas of www.palgrave-journals.com. If you have any queries about the
Access All Areas promotion, please contact the Palgrave Macmillan Marketing Team at:
librarians@palgrave.com.
*********************************************************************************************************
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CALENDAR OF ACTIVITIES
Workshops and Conferences
(For more information go to www.eiasm.org)
2011
March 31-April 1

2nd Workshop on Top Management Teams & Business Strategy Research
Istanbul, Turkey
Submission Deadline: December 6, 2010

May 16-17

26th Workshop on Strategic Human Resource Management
Reykjavik, Iceland
Submission Deadline: January 15, 2011

May 19-20

2nd Workshop on Imagining Business
Segovia, Spian
Submission Deadline: November 15, 2010

May 23-24

3rd Workhshop on Asian Management and Entrepreneurship
Brussels, Belgium
Submission Deadline: January 15, 2011

May 27-29

7th Workshop on Family Firms Management Research
Witten, Germany
Submission Deadline: TBC

May 30-June 1

8th Workshop on Corporate Governance
Brussels, Belgium
Submission Deadline: March 10, 2011
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CALENDAR OF ACTIVITIES
DEN Doctoral Seminars
4-8 April 2011

EDEN Seminar on Corporate Responsibility
Submission Deadline: 4 February 2011

For more details go to www.eiasm.org
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Journal of Small Business Management
Special issue on
Small business and networked innovation: organizational and managerial challenges
Deadline for submission: 31st December 2010
Guest Editors: Massimo G. Colombo*, Keld Laursen**, Mats Magnusson* **, Cristina Rossi Lamastra*
*

Department of Management, Economics, and Industrial Engineering, Politecnico di Milano
Department of Innovation and Organizational Economics, Copenhagen Business School
***
School of Industrial Engineering and Management, Royal Institute of Technology (KTH)
**

I

t is well known that Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) are, in general, disadvantaged along their
path towards innovation as they lack relevant resources to be invested in R&D and often experience
financial constraints. In order to overcome such limitations, they are increasingly engaging in external
knowledge sourcing activities. Along this path, they form alliances with large companies (e.g. vertical relationships with suppliers or with lead customers), establish linkages with other SMEs as in districts or geographical clusters, and collaborate with Universities and research centres. Such networking activities allow
SMEs to overcome their liability of smallness and to gain access to national and international sources of new
knowledge. Indeed, networks allow SMEs to reach the critical mass, becoming bridges towards new markets and innovation sources. However, external knowledge sourcing activities pose keys challenges that
SMEs cannot neglect. For instance, networking may divert resources and time from the company‘s core
business, may generate uncontrolled knowledge spillovers favoring competitors, or may increase unintended personnel turnover. Networking for innovation is a topic extensively studied in small business literature. Specifically, a large number of contributions has explored whether and how SMEs form their portfolio of external links with a variety of diverse innovation partners. Conversely, the issue of how SMEs
should organize in order to limit negative externalities generated by networking and increase its benefits is
still poorly investigated.
The aim of the special issue is to describe, analyze and improve our understanding of the organizational and
managerial challenges posed to SMEs by networked innovation. More specifically, we are looking for contributions that:
i) explore, from theoretical and empirical perspectives, the diverse organizational challenges faced by SMEs
in their interactions with diverse external parties aimed at gaining access to and/or jointly developing new
ideas, knowledge and capabilities;
ii) suggest suitable organizational structures and managerial practices for the interaction of SMEs with third
parties, aimed at facilitating the exchange of knowledge. These organizational and managerial changes include flatter or deeper hierarchies, delegation of decision authority to employees, design of suitable incentive-based compensation schemes, use of formal and informal communication, knowledge sharing and integrating practices;
iii) highlight institutional, technological, and competitive factors that shape SMEs‘ organizational design for
and managerial attitude towards networked innovation;
iv) provide concrete examples of best practices of organizing for networked innovation in SMEs from which
practitioners may take inspiration;
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v) present new ideas regarding the design and evaluation of innovation policies supporting SMEs‘ adoption
of organizational designs and managerial practices suitable for networked innovation.
Research questions
A non-exhaustive list of research questions that could be answered includes the following ones:
1. How can SMEs, both in traditional and high tech sectors, organize to profit from networked innovation?
What organizational adjustments are required for external sourcing of technologies and products? Are these arrangements different from those of large firms?
How should SMEs organize in order to become an interesting innovative target to be acquired by large companies?
How should SMEs organize for taking advantage of markets for ideas? Do organizational structures and management practices most suitable for licensing-out pose constraints to licensing in (and vice versa)?
More generally, does the internal organization of SMEs depend on—and should be adjusted to—their knowledge
sourcing strategies (e.g. number and type of external linkages, emphasis on exploitation vs. exploration, and
so on)?

2. Do SMEs enjoy competitive advantages or disadvantages in organizing for networked innovation?
Do born networked SMEs exist? Do they exhibit peculiar genetic characteristics (e.g. competences and formal
and informal social ties of their founders)? Do they outperform other SMEs in networked innovation?
Do family firms face specific organizational challenges in networking with diverse actors because of the autocratic
management style of their owners?
Do born global SMEs enjoy advantages in accessing international knowledge and innovation networks? Do these
advantages depend on specific organizational design and managerial practices?

3. Do organizing for networked innovation pose appropriability hazards?
How can SMEs innovating in networks organize to protect their proprietary knowledge? Do they rely on network
-level patent pooling or other arrangements for collective managing of IPRs?
How do SMEs manage the tension between openness and appropriability when interacting with communities of
users and developers (e.g. firms interacting with Open Source software communities)?
What should SMEs do in order to control the possible outflows of technological knowledge which may be generated by the mobility of their employees?
How could SMEs organize for taking advantage of spill-ins in networks?

Deadlines and important dates for the Special Issue
Stage
Date
First round of reviews
April 30th, 2011
Submission of revised papers
August 31th, 2011
Second round of reviews
November 30th, 2011
Expected delivery to JSBM
February 2012
*********************************************************************************************************
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The 3rd Developing Leadership Capacity Conference
Leadership Development and Life Experience: Reflections on Becoming Leaders
14th and 15th July 2011
The Bristol Centre for Leadership and Organisational Ethics (BCLOE),
Bristol Business School, UWE
Deadline for submission: 8th April 2011

T

he aim of the Conference is to develop a research agenda and practitioner discourse around the
discipline of leadership development. We seek papers that, through empirical inquiry and practical
reflection, critically evaluate the practice of leadership development.

SUBMISSIONS: Scholars and practitioners interested in leadership development are invited to make
submissions for consideration. We especially welcome contributions to any of the following streams:
Leadership Development and Life Experiences - This stream welcomes papers on the broader basis of investigating how leadership ability is developed through practice and life experiences.
Critical Views of Leadership Development – research and reflection questioning the practice of
leadership development.
Leadership Development Methodology - Research concerning different methodologies of pedagogies for developing leaders and leadership. Comparative research in this area is particularly welcome.
Evaluation and Diagnosis - Research investigating the diagnosis and evaluation of leadership development interventions. This stream may also include research into the differing methods for leadership development diagnosis and evaluation.
Leadership Development in Practice – This is a stream that invites practitioner reflections on leadership development practice. Papers, workshops or masterclasses are welcome for this stream
PhD Poster Sessions – This stream will be dedicated to research being conducted by PhD students and
will be dedicated to poster presentations.
SUBMISSION PROCEDURE: Contributions are welcome in the form of one or more Full Papers
or PhD Posters, submitted as an abstract of no more than 500 words. Each submission will be subject
to a review process. All submissions should be made electronically to the Conference organisers on
gareth3.edwards@uwe.ac.uk or Doris.Jepson@uwe.ac.uk as a word attachment.
*********************************************************************************************************
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Professions and Institutional Change
Guest Editors: Daniel Muzio (University of Leeds), David Brock (Ben-Gurion University) and
Roy Suddaby (University of Alberta)

Deadline for submission: 31 December 2010

T

here is a growing awareness of the critical role that professions play in advanced economies. Professionals and professional service firms are key advisors, analysts, defenders and developers of the major institutions that underpin capitalist economies. As gatekeepers to key financial institutions, the
professions influence both the success and failure of capital markets. Professional service firms are also
powerful economic actors in their own right, contributing over 3 trillion (USD) to the global economy.
Professions influence more than the market system, however. They are also key agents of social change.
As Scott (2008: 219) observes, ―the professions in modern society have assumed leading roles in the creation and tending of institutions. They are the preeminent institutional agents of our time.‖
Professions are, themselves, institutions which, over the last thirty years, have experienced profound
changes. Professional service firms are increasingly adopting both the logic and structures of business corporations (Brock, et al., 1999). Professional identities are increasingly framed around logics of efficiency and
commerce which have displaced traditional logics of ethics (Brint, 1994). Professional firms now tend to be
multidisciplinary and transnational; a development which is eroding the value of traditional self-regulatory
regimes and making the professional service firm the primary site of professional control and regulation
(Cooper & Robson, 2006).
While we understand that professions are both key mechanisms for, and primary targets of institutional
change, the precise role of professions and professional service firms in processes of institutional change
remain under-theorized (Hwang & Powell, 2009; Scott, 2008). In this Call for Papers we propose a
substantial re-theorization and empirical re-examination of professions and professional service firms and their relationship to the dynamics of institutional change.
Theoretically we seek papers that focus on the institutional work (Lawrence, et al., 2009) of professions in
the context of business and the capital market system. Specifically, we are interested in research that theorizes the role of professionals and professional service firms in creating, maintaining and changing key societal institutions. We thus encourage submissions that focus on, but are not limited to:
The role of professionals and professional service firms in creating, maintaining or changing key institutions within capital markets
The role of professionals and professional service firms in creating, maintaining or changing key institutions within government and society
The changing social, normative and ethical role of professionals and professional service firms.
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The role of professionals and professional service firms in the diffusion of institutional logics Changes in
status, identity, function and role of professionals embedded in corporations as in-house professionals
(i.e. in-house lawyers, consultants, internal accountants etc.)
The emergence of new forms of business professions and professional service firms
Empirically, we seek papers that document and analyse how broader institutional changes have impacted on
professional services firms and their activities. We thus encourage submissions that focus on, but are not
limited to:
Changes in the structure and organizational design of professional service firms (including multidisciplinary firms, publicly traded professional firms and transnational professional firms).
The emergence and role of new managerial practices within professional occupations and professional
service firms.
Emerging networks of professionals and professional firms (including alumni networks and global professional firm networks).
Changes in the nature of professional work (such as the off-shoring professional services and the impact
of new technologies).
Changes in professional identities as a result of the increasingly organizational context of professional
work.
Changes in the status and perception of professionals as a consequence of the increasing deregulation
and fragmentation of the professions.
Changes in the power relationship between professions and clients.
While much recent research has focused on traditional business professions (consultants, lawyers and accountants) we also encourage studies of professionals and professions that have received somewhat less
analytic attention – such as engineering, health care, information technology and lobbying. We also encourage studies that examine multiple professions or the field as a whole.
We also encourage papers that challenge the assumptions of this Call for Papers – i.e. papers that question
the extent of change in professional service firms, their role as agents of institutional change or the relevance of professionals and professional service firms as a managerial construct.
Papers may take varying methods and approaches: conceptual, theory building, meta-analytical and empirical. Recognizing the multidisciplinary nature of this area, submissions may draw on history, geography, political theory, sociology, economics and organization theory.
Procedure:
Submissions should be prepared in accordance with the JMS Style Guide for Authors: see www.wiley.com/
bw/submit.asp?ref=0022-2380. Manuscripts should be electronically submitted by e-mail to
professions.special.issue@googlemail.com. Please direct any questions regarding this Special Issue to the
guest editors Daniel Muzio at dm@lubs.leeds.ac.uk, David Brock at dmb@bgu.ac.il, or Roy Suddaby at
roy.suddaby@ualberta.ca
*********************************************************************************************************
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Journal of Management Development Special issue
‗Career Development for Skilled Migrants in Europe‘
Deadline for submission: 1 April 2011
Guest Editors:
Akram Al Ariss, Champagne School of Management, France
Iris Koall, Department of Educational Science and Sociology, University of Dortmund, Germany
Mustafa Özbilgin, Norwich Business School, University of East Anglia, UK
Vesa Suutari, Faculty of Business Studies, University of Vaasa, Finland

T

he management literature on skilled migration mainly discusses ‗brain drain‘ and ‗brain gain‘. This literature concludes that there is an increasing need for skilled migrants in Europe because of the increasing number of elderly people and the decreasing fertility rates. Regardless of this attention, career development for skilled migrants in Europe remains under-researched in the management studies. This
means that we know little on the career barriers and opportunities as well as the strategies that this group
of migrants uses to develop their careers. Furthermore, the role that organizations and institutions play in
the career development for this group of migrants remains largely unexplored. Our argument is that it is
essential to understand the career development for skilled migrants in order for organizations to use their
cultural, social, economic and symbolic resources properly. As a result of this argument, this call for papers
seeks submissions which investigate this under-developed area.
Papers are invited which focus on empirical, conceptual and practical contributions. Articles also should
consider practical applications. We are using the term ‗skilled migrants‘ to refer to highly educated and experienced individuals who have developed skills in such diverse occupations as management, engineering, or
medicine. Skilled migrants include persons who have relocated to Europe from Africa, Middle-East, Canada,
USA as well as from other countries. This also includes people moving from one European country to another. Migrants‘ international mobility could be undertaken on temporarily or permanent basis.
Papers could focus on career development for skilled migrants in one or several European countries. These
could examine the career development for migrants from micro-individual, meso-organizational, and macro
contextual levels. The micro-individual level refers to the subjective experiences of skilled migrants in terms
of their career development. The meso-organizational level denotes the influence of intermediate forms of
social organizations, such as workplaces, on the career development for skilled migrants. The macrocontextual level refers to events that characterize the social settings, such as institutional interventions, and
that can constrain or enable the career development for skilled migrants. Contributors might decide to focus on one of these levels or to have a multilevel study. As long as the practical implications are taken into
consideration, papers using different methodological approaches and inter-disciplinary perspectives are welcome. Papers should bring a special attention to the role of national contexts in influencing the career de22

velopment for skilled migrants.
Call for papers questions (non-exhaustive list):
Contributions will be welcomed from academics and practitioners, 3,500-5,000 words articles. Topics to be
discussed in this special issue will include (but are not limited to) the following questions:
• What are the key issues that pertain to the career development for skilled migrants in Europe at the micro-individual, meso-organizational and macro-contextual levels? How do time and space (i.e. national contexts) influence their career development?
• At the micro-individual level, what explains the success of skilled migrants in their careers? And how is
this success understood? What career development strategies do skilled migrants use to reach this success?
• How does the intersection of gender and ethnicity affect skilled migrants’ career development in the context of organizations in European countries?
• How do diversity management discourses and practices in organizations affect the career development for
skilled migrants?
• How do state policy interventions influence the career development for skilled migrants? Are there any
contextual differences (i.e. national, regional, sectoral, and organizational)?
Keywords: Skilled migrants, career development, global management, strategies of capital mobilization, leadership skills, employment, diversity, ethnicity, gender.
Timeline for articles for the special issue:
31 October 2011: Final articles (full issue) to publisher
2012: Special issue published
The guest editorial team will be pleased to answer queries. Authors are requested to make submissions to
this issue using the journal‘s Manuscript Central system at http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jmd
*********************************************************************************************************
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Dr. Theo and Friedl Schoeller Research Center:
Announcement of Fellowships 2011
Deadline for submission: 31st January 2011

T

he Dr. Theo and Friedl Schoeller Research Center at the University of Erlangen-Nuremberg aims at
contributing to responsible leadership in business and society. It has the key purpose to foster current thinking within an international context in the field of ―Creating Cohesion – Designing Change –
Realizing Innovation‖, a top-level research focus of the University. The Center grants research fellowships at
the School of Business and Economics for outstanding scholars in the field on an annual basis.
After its successful start in 2010, the Dr. Theo and Friedl Schoeller Research Center continues its work
with the appointment of the second cohort of Schoeller Fellows in May 2011. Application for Schoeller Fellowships is open in the following two categories:
Schoeller Senior Fellows for renowned international senior scholars.
Schoeller Fellows for promising early career scholars (including post-doctoral researchers and
outstanding Ph.D. students).
The Dr. Theo and Friedl Schoeller Research Center provides funds of up to 50.000 € per Senior Fellow
and up to 20.000 € per Fellow for the realization of their research projects. Schoeller Fellows are invited to
contribute with their experiences and competencies to the research activities of the School of Business and
Economics.
Applications have to be submitted by both mail (original document) and e-mail (digital copy). Applicants are
asked
to
fill
in
the
application
form
which
can
be
downloaded
from
www.schoeller-research.org/index.php?id=64&L=1, and send it to the directors‘ office of the Dr. Theo and
Friedl Schoeller Research Center (see contact details below).
For further information, please contact Dr. Martin Wiener (info@schoeller-forschungszentrum.de) or visit
our website at www.schoeller-research.org
Dr. Theo and Friedl Schoeller Research Center for Business and Society
Prof. Dr. Michael Amberg
Prof. Dr. Kathrin M. Möslein
Lange Gasse 20
90403 Nuremberg
Germany
vorstand@schoeller-forschungszentrum.de
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Journal of Business Ethics
Special Issue on
Leadership, Ethics, and Identity
Deadline for submission: 3rd January 2011
This special issue is jointly edited by:
Dawn L. Eubanks – University of Bath – d.eubanks@bath.ac.uk
Sierk Ybema – VU University Amsterdam – SB.Ybema@fsw.vu.nl
Andrew D. Brown – University of Bath – a.d.brown@bath.ac.uk

T

his special issue of the Journal of Business Ethics focuses on the interactions between leadership, ethics
and identity. A substantial literature is developing centered on ethics and morality in work organizations (e.g. den Nieuwenboer & Kaptein, 2008; Illies & Reiter-Palmon, 2008; White & Lean, 2008). In
recent times, critical attention has focused on how identities are best conceived and researched, the discursive resources that are drawn on in processes of identity construction, and how identities are embedded in
relations of power (Kuhn, 2006, Sveningsson & Larsson, 2006). A much larger and longer established management and organization studies literature exists which has theorized and explored empirically aspects of
leadership (Illies & Reiter-Palmon, 2008; Ligon, Hunter, & Mumford, 2008). However, surprisingly little attention has been devoted to how notions of ‗leadership‘, ‗ethics‘ and ‗identity‘ are connected conceptually
or in practice. This is an important gap which our special issue seeks to address, and is aimed equally at
scholars whose principal interest is ‗ethics and leadership‘ and ‗ethics and identity‘.
Leadership is intrinsically bound up with questions of ethics. Leaders‘ aspirations, relationships to others,
day-to-day practices, decisions and behaviors have all been shown to have a moral component. Exploring
these issues may include delving into leaders‘ early life and early career experiences in the formation of
identity or, instead, studying leadership theories and training sessions as attempts to shape, regulate, and
control managers‘ identities as ethical beings. From an interactional point of view, leadership presupposes
‗followership‘: claiming to be a leader is itself a firm statement of ethical identity which inadvertently or perhaps purposefully casts other organizational actors in the role of followers, victims, opponents, etc. These
actors may in turn influence leaders, while simultaneously being influenced by leaders of companies, countries, and religious or social movements. Leadership (and ‗followership‘) can thus be seen as a process of
making meaning of, and for ‗self‘ and others with an ethical dimension. In studying how ethics are embedded
in leadership and identity issues we thus hope to gain a better understanding of basic sensemaking practices
of organizational actors involved in ‗leading‘ and ‗following‘ and of how identity issues are bound-up with
the desire to become a leader, the style that a leader adopts, influence strategies used, and use of power.
Identities are involved in processes of organizing, are fundamental to the routine activities and strategizing
that characterize much organizational life, and central to the objectives that organizations claim to pursue.
Outstanding groundwork has been undertaken which has established ‗identity‘ as a key concept in organization studies, a bridge between individual, group and organization levels of analysis, and a means of theorizing
the competing dynamics of agency and structure. To ensure that progress in identity studies continues to
be made, however, there is a need to expand our understanding of how identities are coupled to organizational processes and to other literatures. One way of establishing and elaborating further the considerable
contribution that identity studies can offer is to investigate how notions of identity can assist efforts to
25

theorize and to investigate empirically ethical aspects of organizing.
We encourage qualitative and quantitative submissions of papers on the following research themes:
Early life experiences and formation of leadership identity
Leadership talk, training and theory as an ethical identity-building project
Identity and ethical behavior intentions
Leaders and others/othering
Identity and leader brand
Leadership, ethics and temporal identities
Ethics, identity and power
Ethics, identity and role conflict
Ethics, leadership and ‘followership’
Processes for the submission of papers
Papers submitted must not have been published, accepted for publication, or presently be under consideration for publication elsewhere. Submissions should be 7,500-9,000 words in length (10-12 pages). Copies
should be submitted via email PDF attachment (in one file including all figures and tables) to all guest editors. To be eligible for review papers must be set up according to the journal‘s guidelines - see the "Notes
for Contributors" from a recent issue of the Journal of Business Ethics, or see the home page at
http://www.springer.com/east/home?SGWID=5-102-70-35739432-detailsPage=journal|description.
Papers must use standard English. Suitable papers will be subjected to a double-blind review; hence authors
should not identify themselves in the body of the paper. Please address any questions to the first guest editor d.eubanks@bath.ac.uk. The publication is planned for 2012.
*********************************************************************************************
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9th Sales Management Research Conference
5th May 2011
Sales Management 2.0
Future prospective for selling and sales management
Conference organising committee:
Dr Sandrine Hollet, University of Paris Est Créteil, hollet@u-pec.fr,
Dr Laure Lavorata, University of Paris Est Créteil, lavorata@u-pec.fr
Pr Madeleine Besson, Institut TELECOM, TEM, madeleine.besson@it-sudparis.eu
Deadline for submission : 25th January 2011

T

he 9th Sales Management Conference is sponsored by AFM (French Marketing Association), University Paris Est and Eiffel School of Management (IAE Gustave Eiffel). The Eiffel School of Management
is ranked among the best public business schools in France. Faculty renowned for their research and
professional status, selective admissions, and successful alumni combine to provide an excellent learning
environment. The campus is located in Créteil, 25 minutes by metro from the heart of Paris, France.
Papers on any major issues that concern the general field of selling and sales management are welcome.
Topics of special interest include:
Relationship selling
Service Selling
Sales Force Automation
Enhancing Selling Process
Forecasting and control systems
Human Resource Management
Compensation Systems and Sales Contests
Marketing-Sales Interface
CSR and environmental issues
The European Management Journal will consider for quick submission and evaluation top papers presented of this conference that emphasize managerial issues.
For the first time in France, the Selling and Sales Management Conference will held an international plenary
session with Pr Jay Prakash Mulki, Northeastern University, Pr René Yves Darmon, ESSEC Management
School and Pr Paolo Guenzi, Università La Bocconi.
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Important deadlines:
First notification : February 25th, 2011
Revised version : March 10th , 2011
Final acceptance : March 15th, 2011
The 2011 Selling and Sales Management Conference is pleased to have electronic submission for submitting
manuscripts. Electronic submission should be sent to Sandrine Hollet-Haudebert (hollet@u-pec.fr) or
Laure Lavorata (lavorata@u-pec.fr).
A word or pdf document containing the manuscript should be sent as an attachment to an e-mail communication. Please be sure to include complete contact information for the contact person. An e-mail response
will be sent to the contact author once the manuscript has been received in a readable format by the chair.
All communications will then occur electronically.
Manuscripts must follow the style guideline of the European Management Journal
(www.elsevier.com/locate/emj/). Manuscripts should not exceed 20 pages for full papers. Submissions will
be double-blind reviewed. Please do not identify any authors in the text of the manuscript. Submission of a
manuscript for review indicates that it or a similar version has not been previously published or is not under simultaneous review elsewhere.
The conference will accept papers and allow authors to decide whether to publish the complete paper in
the Proceedings or to publish an abstract only. Upon acceptance, the author(s) agree to that at least one
author will present the manuscript at the conference and will pre-register as a condition for acceptance and
publication.
Fees : 75 € including conference registration, proceedings, lunch, coffee breaks.
*********************************************************************************************************
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25th AIRAANZ Conference
2 – 4 February 2011
NZ Work & Labour Market Institute
Rendezvous Hotel, Auckland, New Zealand
The conference theme of Dialogue Downunder invites a diverse range of papers which explore contemporary industrial relations theory and practice, and historical trends and patterns. The theme of Dialogue
Downunder underwrites all levels of industrial relations, which involve dialogue of some form. The focus may be on industrial relations dialogue at the workplace level, whether formal or informal, between
individual employees or unions and employers, through to formalised systems of collective bargaining, conciliation and arbitration and social partnership at industry and national multi-industry levels. We are particularly interested in how these patterns of dialogue have changed over the past century, and the extent to
which this is a shared journey.
Papers are invited around this broad theme and associated debates. We welcome papers on any topic relevant to industrial/employment relations, human resource management and the world of work (broadly defined) and its cultural context. In particular we encourage papers relating to the broad notion of dialogue
and (social) partnership in industrial relations. Of course, international and comparative perspectives are
always welcome, as are more historical papers. We especially welcome papers from postgraduate students
and early career researchers. The postgraduate forum will be held at 2pm on 1 February.
Special streams
We welcome proposals for special streams covering specific topics. Individuals or groups should notify
Ann Williamson at nzwalmi@aut.ac.nz of such proposals. Each special stream will need a coordinator/s responsible for organising contributions and the programme of the stream. Contributions will be subject to
the normal refereeing process through the conference organisers, including the same due dates.
The following special streams have already been identified, with coordinators. Intending contributors should
in the first instance contact these coordinators:
Australian and New Zealand workplace surveys - Ray Markey, (AUT) ray.markey@aut.ac.nz
Aust-NZ comparison: policy choice v path dependency - Nigel Haworth (Auckland) n.haworth@auckland.ac.nz
Rights & innovations in the world of work - Jane Parker (AUT) jane.parker@aut.ac.nz
Industrial relations, labour and management history - Lucy Taksa (Macquarie) lucy.taksa@mq.edu.au
Refereed papers will be published in the edited conference proceedings which it is expected will be issued
with an ISBN. Also, under the terms of the Vic Taylor Memorial Bequest, the AIRAANZ Executive may determine to make an award to a refereed paper.
All papers submitted will be subject to editorial consideration by the Convenors and organising committee
to ensure that they meet the appropriate standards (e.g. DEEWR) of an international or national academic
conference of significance.
Each paper will be "blind" refereed by two referees, drawn from the Convenors, the AIRAANZ Executive
and others selected by the conference organising committee. It is also anticipated that the authors of sub29

mitted papers may be asked to act as referees.
Deadlines
Final date for submission of:
§ Notification of special streams with programme details - 6 September 2010
§ Refereed papers - Monday 4 October 2010
§ Non-refereed papers - Monday 6 December 2010
§ Revised refereed papers - Monday 6 December 2010
§ Powerpoint presentations - Monday 17 January 2011
Those intending on presenting at the conference, but not submitting a full paper (refereed or nonrefereed), should submit an abstract by 6 December for inclusion in the conference program.
Please contact Ann Williamson, NZWALMI Office Manager for general conference queries.
nzwalmi@aut.ac.nz | http://www.aut.ac.nz/nzwalmi
*********************************************************************************************************
The 6th Annual Joint University of Liverpool Management School and Keele University Institute for Public
Policy and Management Symposium on Current Developments in Ethnographic Research in the Social and
Management Sciences, in association with the Journal Ethnography and Cardiff Business School's Employment Research Unit "Ethnography: Theory, Form and Practice" Cardiff Business School, Cardiff, UK
September 5–7, 2011
Deadline for abstract submissions: January 21, 2011
Details: www.liv.ac.uk/managementschool/ethnography_conference/2011_symposium.htm
*********************************************************************************************************
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Special Issue of CGIR on “Research through Qualitative Research”
Guest Editors: Alessandro Zattoni, Richard Leblanc, and Terry McNulty
Corporate governance research displays contrasting research styles and traditions. One approach is characterized by positivist, quantitative studies that develop theoretical hypotheses typically informed by agency
theory, and use archival and publicly available data to test input-output models on samples of large companies. By far the dominant approach in a maturing field of corporate governance field it represents more
generally the academic community‘s move towards a ―hard science‖ type of research. This tradition is typically followed by economics and finance scholars and finds its natural outlet for publication on top finance
and, to a lesser extent, management journals.
A second approach is characterized by qualitative studies that explore real-life governance issues, use data
collected through a direct interaction with key governance actors, and describe current governance practices and processes. These studies are usually highly relevant as they describe contemporary situations and
help the reader to understand the corporate governance phenomena in practice. They are also particularly
useful as they influence the evolution of both firm-level practices and legislation on governance issues. This
tradition is followed by management and organisation scholars as well as practitioners (e.g., governance experts and consultants) and finds its typical outlet for publication in books, practitioners‘ journals and a small
number of European scholarly journals.
Both traditions produce interesting and insightful pieces on several corporate governance issues. At the
same time, we see a research gap as both approaches have received some influential critics. On the one
hand, quantitative studies have been accused of not being particularly relevant or practical – i.e., not contributing to the current debate on governance practices – or of undermining the role of social interactions
or individual values in shaping corporate governance practices. On the other hand, qualitative studies have
been criticized for not being rigorous enough – e.g., they typically lack an appropriate sample of companies,
a clear definition of variables, an objective analysis of results, etc. – or for being purely descriptive, i.e., for
avoiding a conceptualization of the investigated phenomena. Furthermore, the dialogue between the two
dominant traditions in governance studies is weak or almost non-existent, as each tradition appears to be
neglecting the contributions and results reached by the other one.
The characteristics and criticisms of the two dominant approaches in governance studies, the lack of dialogue between them and an imbalance of quantitative research in preference to qualitative research underline the need for further development of governance research. The purpose of this Special Issue is to incentivize governance scholars to use qualitative methods and to address this imbalance and generate fresh new
theoretical insights about corporate governance practices that are both rigorous and relevant. In particular,
this Special Issue seeks to promote qualitative studies that develop theoretical propositions based on rich
and reliable qualitative data through rigorous research methods, and explore governance processes and dynamics in real world situations. We are particularly interested in multi-country field studies of corporate
governance processes and outcomes.
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Suitable Research Methods:
Typical qualitative research methods include, but are not limited to:
Participant observation
In-depth interviews
Single or multiple case studies
Ethnographic studies
Direct observation
Grounded theory investigations
Content analysis of archival documents and texts

Submission Process:

Review Process:

Authors should submit their full article via
http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/cgir by June
1, 2011. Articles must be 10,000 words or
less in length and follow the CGIR editorial
guidelines. Please go to the journal‘s website
(www.cgir.org) for more information. When
doing so, please be sure to indicate that the
submission is for the special issue on
―Qualitative Research in Corporate
Governance‖.

All submissions will go through CGIR
regular double-blind review process and
follow the same norms and processes as
the general issue. After the first round of
initial reviews, a select number of authors
will be invited to present their papers at a
special workshop organized by the guest
editors. The authors will then be invited
to revise and resubmit their papers based
on the comments and suggestions received at the workshop. The papers will
then be reviewed again by the Guest Editors and the external reviewers, with final
decisions made at this stage. The very
best papers will be published in a subsequent special issue in Corporate Governance: An International Review.

By August 11 2011, authors will receive a
notification regarding the acceptance to CGIR
Special Issue conference. Authors of papers
that are accepted for presentation at the conference will be invited to send one author to
present their paper to this developmental
workshop.
The conference will be held on September
23-24, 2011 at the SDA Bocconi School of
Business in Milan. The conference will be
sponsored by the Research Division of SDA
Bocconi School of Management. If you have
questions about this developmental workshop,
please contact Dr. Zattoni at alessandro.zattoni@unibocconi.it.
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European Journal of International Management
Special Issue on Contextualizing Top Management Teams
Guest Editors:
Sibel Yamak, Galatasaray University, Turkey
Sabina Nielsen, Copenhagen Business School, Denmark & University of Technology Sydney, Australia
Alessandro Minichilli, Bocconi University, Italy
Alejandro Escribá-Esteve, University of Valencia, Spain
Deadline for submission of final paper: July 31, 2011

T

op managers are considered the most influential decision-makers for firms‘ strategy and a large body
of research presents evidence for executive effects in different settings. Yet only recently have researchers started to pay attention to the role of the social and environmental contexts in which top
management teams (TMTs) are embedded. Top executives are often informed, influenced, and sometimes
constrained by others both inside and outside the organization. As a result, upper echelons face diverse
challenges and opportunities when operating in a variety of different contexts. Contextual factors at the
team, organizational, industry and country level are considered not only important determinants of executive composition but also moderating forces shaping the consequences of executive characteristics for firm
strategy and performance. In addition, the extent to which top managers matter and exert an influence on
their firms differ with national level institutional settings and there is an increased interest in the crossnational variation in executive effects.
This special issue aims to advance our theoretical and empirical understanding of the interplay between top
management teams and different layers of context as well as the dynamic interactions between the contexts
and firm strategies (such as international and business strategies). We encourage in particular new theoretical and empirical approaches that introduce a more European perspective. At the same time, we welcome
papers from authors from all over the world. We invite submissions that discuss implications for international management in Europe and beyond. The following list is indicative of the types of contributions which
may be appropriate. However it is not intended to be exhaustive and rather is illustrative:
Subject Coverage
1. Literature reviews and state-of-the-art papers, which will encourage the debate about the role of context in top management team research and discuss theoretical and empirical challenges for future TMT research.
2. Conceptual papers focusing on the special theme ―Top Management Teams & Business Strategy: Contextualizing TMTs‖. We particularly welcome papers that use an interdisciplinary approach and combine
different theoretical perspectives to explain the impact of contextual factors on the antecedents and consequences of TMT strategic behavior.
Empirical papers contextualizing different TMT research topics, such as: the role of social, organizational,
national, global and environmental contexts on TMT motivational and cognitive bases; TMT dynamics and
behavior; interactions and power relations between TMT and other stakeholders; executive compensation,
turnover and succession; among others.
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Notes for Authors
Submitted papers should not have been previously published nor be currently under consideration for publication elsewhere.
All papers are refereed through a peer review process. A guide for authors, sample copies and other relevant information for submitting papers are available on the Author Guidelines page
(www.inderscience.com/mapper.php?id=31)
Important Dates
Publication release: January 2013
Editors and Notes
You may send one copy in the form of an MS Word file attached to an e-mail (details in Author Guidelines)
to:
Sabina Nielsen, Copenhagen Business School
Department of International Economics and Management
Porcelanshaven 24a
2000 Frederiksberg
Denmark
Tel. +4538152524
Email: sta.int@cbs.dk
With an email copy only to:
EJIM Editorial Team
Email: editors@ejim-global.org
and
IEL Editorial Office
Email: ejim@inderscience.com
Please include in your submission the title of the Special Issue, the title of the Journal and the name of the
Guest Editors.
The following supporting events will be associated with this Special Issue:
2011 Workshop on “Top Management Teams & Business Strategy: Contextualizing
TMTs”, Istanbul, 31 March – 1 April, 2011.
2011 EURAM Track on “Top Management Teams & Business Elites”, Tallin, 1-4 June,
2011
*********************************************************************************************************
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W

ith some 18.000 full and part-time students, 460 faculty members,
100 PhD and 670 administrative staff CBS is a unique businessoriented university with a full portfolio of Bachelor, Masters,
MBA/EMBA, PhD and Executive programmes delivered in English and Danish.
Our strategy is to (1) help advance the Copenhagen Metropolitan Region
while engaging globally; (2) build academic knowledge, managerial skills and entrepreneurial talent that impact organisations and businesses; and (3) transcend scientific, industrial and cultural boundaries to innovate the business of business schools. In CBS we measure performance by contribution to our academic
programmes as well as impact on the academic discourse, organisational practice and public debate and
policymaking.
Our scientific staff includes internationally-recognised experts in classical business disciplines as well as in
philosophy, history, psychology, sociology, law, political science, culture and languages. Our World-Class
Research Environments push the frontier in selected scientific disciplines and our new inter-disciplinary
Business-in-Society Platforms will engage with practitioners to address grand societal and business problems in areas such as enterprise design, sustainability and social innovation.
Vice President & Professor of Management
Deadline for application: 10 December 2010
To help implement our new Business-in-Society strategy we will strengthen our Leadership Team with a
Vice President qualified as Professor of Management. The successful candidate will have three main tasks:
(1) support our growing portfolio of Business-in-Society platforms; (2) build and cultivate external relations
with alumni, institutions and companies in the region and globally and (3) develop new connections between our research and education activities. Proven fundraising experience is essential.
In addition to excellent academic qualifications you must have an outgoing personality, strong leadership
and communication skills, the ability to think and act strategically, and a proven capacity to manage multiple
projects simultaneously. You should be able to engage constructively with academic peers, and with leaders
of private and public organisations. You will also lead and inspire a team of professional staff. Fluency in verbal and written English is a must and (as a minimum) the candidate must show a willingness to gain fluency
in a Scandinavian language within three years of appointment.
The position is a full Professorship with reduced research and teaching obligations.
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We offer a five-year fixed-term appointment with the possibility of extending up to another three years. The
appointment will be made on contractual terms corresponding to a salary grade 37 plus a personal allowance to create a competitive remuneration package in accordance with the collective agreement governing
employment terms and conditions for academics employed by the Danish state and attached protocols. CBS
is an Equal Opportunity employer.
In accordance with the national scheme, international researchers have the possibility for reduced taxation
in Denmark for up to five years.
Application: Application must be sent via the electronic recruitment system, using the link below.
Application must include: A statement of application; Proof of qualifications and a full CV.
Documentation of relevant, significant, original research at an international level, including publications in the
field‘s internationally recognized journals and citations in the Social Science Citation Index and/or Google
Scholar.
Documentation of teaching qualifications or other material for the evaluation of his/her pedagogical level.
Information indicating experience in research management, industry co-operation and international cooperation.
A complete, numbered list of publications (indicating titles, co-authors, page numbers and year) with an *
marking of the academic productions to be considered during the review. A maximum of 10 publications for
review are allowed. Applicants are requested to prioritise their publications in relation to the field of this job
advertisement.
Copies of the publications marked with an *. Only publications written in English (or another specified principal language, according to research tradition) or one of the Scandinavian languages will be taken into consideration.
An expert committee will be reviewing the received job applications. The committee‘s recommendation of
each candidate will be submitted to the person in question.
If you want to seize this challenging opportunity in one of the world‘s most dynamic business schools please
apply online using the link below.
Please mark the application with the reference ―VIP-87‖.
Copenhagen Business School must receive all application material, including all appendices (see items above),
by the application deadline.
Potential applicants are invited to address inquiries to President Johan Roos (e-mail president@cbs.dk).
Details about Copenhagen Business School are available at www.cbs.dk.
**********************************************************************************************************
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COMPETENCE-BASED STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT
STRATEGISCHES KOMPETENZ-MANAGEMENT (SKM)
7th Symposium on Strategic Learning
28-30 September 2011
Johannes Kepler University Linz / Austria

S

KM-Symposia provide a platform for intensive discussion and exchange of research ideas, and work in
the field of Strategic Competence-based Strategic Management. Since 1999 the conference has been
held every two years.

Firms must constantly rise to the challenge of learning strategically, if they are to gain and sustain competitive advantage. Based on the premises of the resource-based view (RBV), organizations have too preserve
their existing capabilities, but thy also have to constantly advance their competence base in order to meet
demands of a dynamically evolving environment. Thus, firms have to create learning contexts, learn from
others and they have to know when to prevent learning where exact replication is necessary. Therefore,
they have to resolve tensions between the antagonistic development modes of exploration and exploitation
(ambidexterity) to evolve and to adapt to changing environments and transfer successful business models in
new contexts. Organizational design, human resource management systems and change management set the
course for learning, in accordance with strategic aims. Hence, research on strategic learning links learning,
knowledge creation, transfer, and replication with strategic objectives with the aim to generate and sustain
competitive advantages on a competence-based perspective.
Therefore, the symposium aims to address questions primarily, but not exclusively, on the following topics:
Strategic learning: how to link learning, knowledge creation, transfer, and replication on individual, group,
and organizational level with strategic objectives
Organizational ambidexterity: how to balance competing learning modes of exploration and exploitation
Dynamic capabilities: the firm‘s ability to match or even create (market) change. Submissions are appreciated
in English as well as in German. Furthermore, we welcome empirical and theoretical papers on the wider
field of competence-based strategic management.
Schedule
28/09/2011

PhD colloquium; Practitioner workshop; Get-together

29/09/2011

Symposium (tracks in German & English); Dinner

30/09/2011

Symposium (tracks in German & English)
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Conference Venue
The Johannes Kepler University (JKU) Linz was founded 1966 and is one of the
most modern universities in Austria. It was named after the world-famous
mathematician and astronomer Johannes Kepler, who spent several years of his
life in the city. Today the university accommodates approximately 16,000 students and over 2,000 faculty and staff. As the number of students is constantly
increasing the university is currently expanding its buildings by the new Science
Park (photo).
The LIMAK Johannes Kepler University Business School, situated in the baroque
―Bergschloessl‖ (photo), is specialized in management development with focus
on general management. In the last 20 years over 3000 business executives and
300 MBA-alumni have put there trust in the post-graduate programmes of the
LIMAK JKU Business School.
Abstract submission
To submit to the symposium, please send an abstract (must not exceed 500 words) to skm2011@jku.at
PhD Colloquium
A one day pre-conference PhD colloquium will provide an opportunity for PhD students to interact with
experienced scholars, colleagues and practitioners.
Publication: SKM Conference Proceedings
As in previous years there is the possibility to publish your full papers in a conference proceedings. Please
send your (advanced) papers, ready for printing, until 30/10/2011.
Publication: Journal of Competence-based Strategic Management
Additionally, we offer the option to publish your article in a special issue section of the Journal of Competence-based Strategic Management (Jahrbuch Strategisches Kompetenz-Management). If you are interested in
publishing in this double-blind review German journal, please quote this, when submitting the paper
(31/07/2011).
Publication: International Journal of Knowledge Management Studies
Selected papers in English – refereed through a double blind process – will be published as a special issue of
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the International Journal of Knowledge Management Studies (IJKMS). IJKMS is a refereed and authoritative
source of information in the field of knowledge management and related aspects with the main objectives of:
capturing the latest information pertaining to all aspects of knowledge management disseminating both theoretical and practical information of knowledge management providing a platform to gain and exchange
knowledge in the discipline.
About Linz
Located on both sides of the river Danube, Linz, with its 190,000 inhabitants is the third-largest city of Austria and capital of the federal province of Upper Austria. The metropolitan area Linz-Wels-Steyr has a population of 460,000 and is the second-largest economic region in Austria. As the European capital of culture
2009 (www.linz09.at), Linz comes up with a mix of its baroque city centre, industrial flair and a vibrant music
and arts scene. The ―Brucknerhaus‖ and the ―Ars Electronica Festival‖ are well-known far beyond the borders of Upper Austria.
Embedded in a high-class transport network (railway, motorway A1, blue danube airport linz), Linz provides
excellent links to other major cities. The historic centre of Vienna (90 min. by train) and Salzburg (66 min.
by train), both are on the UNESCO world heritage list, as well as Munich/Germany (157 min. by train). The
―Salzkammergut‖, of which parts are also on the UNESCO world heritage list, can also be reached easily (i.e.
Gmunden, 55 min. by train).
Contact Information
Johannes Kepler University Linz, Institute of Human Resource and Change Management, Altenberger
Strasse 69, A-4040 Linz (Austria), +43 732 2468 9116, skm2011@jku.at, www.skm2011.org |
www.jku.at/hrcm
Organizing Team
Academic staff:

Univ.-Prof. Dr. Wolfgang H. Güttel (Johannes Kepler University Linz)
Mag. Stefan Konlechner (Johannes Kepler University Linz)
Mag. Christian Garaus (Johannes Kepler University Linz)

Administration:

Beate Hörmanseder (Johannes Kepler University Linz)
Eva-Maria Mayrhofer (Johannes Kepler University Linz)
Melanie Siebermair (LIMAK Johannes Kepler University Business School Linz)
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Special Issue of the British Journal of Management
Managing Performance in Global Crisis
Deadline for submission: 17th January 2011

T

he British Journal of Management will publish a special issue in 2012 on ‗Managing Performance in
Global Crisis‘. It will be co-guest edited by Dr Vinh Sum Chau of the University of Kent (UK), Professor Howard Thomas of Singapore Management University (Singapore), Professor Stewart Clegg
of the University of Technology (Australia) and Dr Alicia Leung of the Hong Kong Baptist University (Hong
Kong, China).
The current global economic situation makes it a timely opportunity to examine how performance management systems are in, and/or able to respond to a, global crisis. How corporations have been responding in
the countries affected offers valuable lessons to be learned for managing future crises. Another concern is
how the subject of performance management should be treated differently as a post-crisis experience is being captured in the management literature from comparative international and multidisciplinary (or interdisciplinary) perspectives. The special issue will address this apparent gap by bringing to our attention the
transformation of performance management systems in response to crises and question their contemporary
nature and role.
Original manuscripts are invited to examine the new realities and changing nature of performance at work in
the context of major economic downturn, not just in terms of how leadership has been managed, but across
a whole range of business activity. Submissions should make substantial contributions to the understanding
of contemporary performance management systems and their related organizational dynamics. International
comparative scholarship that engages with the subject in a critical and analytical manner from all cognate disciplines of management is encouraged, and contributions from China and India are particularly welcomed.
Papers may be on, but not restricted to, the following themes:
Failures and successes of contemporary performance management systems.
Responses of organizations to global crises.
Managing performance in the context of institutional and socio-economic crises.
Micro-level management and organizational dynamics of performance.
Antecedents, determinants and consequences of managing performance in the contemporary work place.
Contextual, processual, political and critical perspectives on managing performance.
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Submission Requirements
Manuscripts should be in the region of 6,000 words in length and should be set out in the format requested
in the journal‘s Author Guidelines found on the back page of copies of the British Journal of Management or
on the Wiley-Blackwell website at:
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/10.1111/(ISSN)1467-8551/homepage/ForAuthors.html. Submissions
should be original papers not currently being considered elsewhere for publication.
All papers will be blind-refereed through a rigorous peer review process, involving members of the British
Academy of Management‘s Performance Management special interest group and other internationally renowned experts on the themes and methodological approaches concerned.
Manuscripts should be submitted via the website http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/bjm.
For informal enquiries, please contact Dr Chau, v.s.chau@kent.ac.uk .
**********************************************************************************************************
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1st Interdisciplinary Conference on Stakeholders, Resources and Value Creation
1Barcelona, Spain, June 7-8, 2011
HOSTED BY:

In Association with the Stakeholder Strategy Interest Group of the Strategic Management Society

Stakeholder theory and the resource-based view of the organization both offer perspectives on how firms
should be managed to create an optimal amount of value. The resource-based perspective defines value in
terms of economic rents and suggests that organizations are in a strong position to generate higher rents if
they possess resources that are valuable in the market, rare, nonsubstitutable and difficult to imitate. Resource-based theory, like many management theories, is ethics neutral. In contrast, most business decisions
have ethical content because they influence the well being of the firm‘s stakeholders. Stakeholder theory
does not separate economics from ethics. The stakeholder perspective suggests that to create value one
must focus on how value gets created for each and all stakeholders. It argues that firms that treat their
stakeholders well (i.e., listen to them, consider their needs when making decisions, treat them fairly) will
have the opportunity to create more value.
Although the two theories are very different in the way they answer the value creation question, they are
both supported by substantial theory and empirical evidence. Furthermore, they are closely linked by one
critical dimension—the fact exists that most resources are inseparably connected to one or more stakeholders of the firm. The purpose of the conference is to investigate the potential to integrate the resourcebased view with stakeholder theory and to link these complementary theories to the creation of value. Several other theories may offer insights that help with the integration process, including network theory, service-dominant logic, agency theory, transactions cost economics and social justice theory.
Proposal submission deadline: 1 February 2011
For more information about the event go to:
www.eiasm.org/frontoffice/event_announcement.asp?event_id=783
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CEEMAN News
Peter McKiernan joins CEEMAN IMTA Research and Publishing Module as Academic Director
CEEMAN IMTA Research and Publishing Module, due to start in January 2011, is aimed at simultaneously
achieving two objectives:
developing research and writing capabilities
producing high-class material for international publishing.
by bringing together three critical aspects of management research: rigor, relevance and applicability in the
classroom.
The module is structured into three inter-related components:
A 3-day preparatory seminar on 31 January – 2 February 2011, aimed at helping participants prepare and
design their research and appropriate research methodology and tools and organize their research
effort
Five months (February – June 2011) of field research and writing, supported by individual coaching from
prominent international faculty
A 2-day concluding workshop on 20-21 June 2011, with the objective of bringing
the research into final publishing form
Peter McKiernan, Past EURAM president and Professor of Management at St Andrews University, Scotland, and Derek Abell, Professor Emeritus ESMT-European
School for Management and Technology, Germany will carry out the instructional
components of the program, while the individual coaching support will be provided
by prominent researchers from EURAM, CEEMAN, EDAMBA and other sources of
expertise in accordance with the research focus of the researchers and faculty participating in the program. CEEMAN is working with Emerald and other partners on publishing research results of this unique program.
Application process for the module is still open, while participants from CEEMAN member institutions are
eligible for scholarships. Please see more information about the program on:
www.ceeman.org/pages/en/imta_research.html
CEEMAN leads a research on Hidden Champions in CEE
CEEMAN in cooperation with the European Leadership Center at IEDC-Bled School of Management, Slovenia is conducting an international research project on hidden champions in Central and Eastern Europe. Hidden champions are highly innovative, differentiated, and specialized medium to small companies holding lead
market positions in narrow market segments internationally. They successfully ride on a wave of global competitiveness and even in times of economic turndown demonstrate the capacity to innovate and grow. The
research effort, based on the methodology that Prof Hermann Simon used in his book Hidden Champions and
focusing on two inter-related aspects of success: business and leadership drivers, is now being carried out
with the help of researchers from more than 20 countries (Albania, Belarus, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croa43

tia, Estonia, Greece, Hungary, Japan, Latvia, Macedonia, Moldova, Montenegro, Norway, Poland, Romania,
Russia, Serbia, Slovenia, Turkey, and Ukraine) and will highlight business stories, strategies, and challenges of
―hidden champions‖ from Central and Eastern Europe.
The research results and success stories of hidden champions in CEE will be presented at an international
conference on Hidden Champions in CEE and Dynamically Changing Environments in Berlin, Germany
in May 2011 and will also include insights from other parts of the world including Japan, Latin America, and
others. It is expected that this event will bring together hidden champions and other business leaders; business thinkers in the area of economic growth, international entrepreneurship, and innovation; venture capital funds and other investors; government officials; and management educators.
The research results will be also developed into scientific research papers, a book targeted for wider audience, and other outputs. This will be facilitated also through the IMTA Research and Publishing Module.
Contact: Melita Rant, Hidden Champions research coordinator, melita.rant@iedc.si
Final report from the CEEMAN/PRME Survey on Poverty as a Challenge for
Management Education
The final report of the CEEMAN/PRME Survey on Poverty as a Challenge to Management Education was published online on CEEMAN and PRME websites
(www.ceeman.org and www.unprme.org) in October 2010. The survey builds on the
results of first CEEMAN global survey on the relationship between management education and poverty, carried out in 2008, which confirmed that poverty is a legitimate
topic on management education agenda.
The 2010 survey provided insights into the nature and scope of innovations aimed at integrating the issue of
poverty in current and future curricula and pedagogical approaches. It was based on 377 submissions from
51 countries (among them 30% from CEEMAN members, and 28% from PRME signatories).
PRME Working Group on Poverty as a Challenge to Management Education
The PRME Working Group on Poverty as a Challenge to Management Education has developed a vision
statement and general framework for its activities, and since summer 2010 has expanded to include close to
60 members from 23 countries (Argentina, Australia, Austria, Brazil, Bulgaria, Colombia, Croatia, Denmark,
Estonia, Italy, Kazakhstan, Malaysia, New Zealand, Poland, Russia, Serbia, Slovenia, South Africa, Switzerland,
Tanzania, Ukraine, UK, and the US).
The Working Group is now discussing the structure of its work, including specific outputs to be achieved in
2011, work methods and processes, infrastructure requirements, as well as immediate benefits for all those
involved and the management development community in general.
Those interested in joining the group, are welcome to contact Milenko Gudić, IMTA Managing Director, CEEMAN,
Slovenia, milenko.gudic@iedc.si
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Videos from 18th CEEMAN Annual Conference available at CEEMAN website
The videos from 18th CEEMAN Annual Conference on ―New Global Performance Challenges and Implications for Management Development‖ and the related
Deans and Directors Meeting on ―New Performance Challenges for Management
Development Institutions‖, held on September 23-25 in Caserta, Italy are now
available online as part of CEEMAN video collection www.ceeman.org/videos, along with speakers‘ presentations and CVs.
Upcoming CEEMAN events
CEEMAN IMTA Research and Publishing Module - starts with introductory seminar on January
31-February 2 in Bled, Slovenia, followed by a few months of individual research writing and coaching, and concludes with a workshop in June.
Program participants will receive inputs and individual coaching support from prominent international faculty regarding research methodology, writing and publishing, as well as advice on how to
best use research-based knowledge and insights in the classroom. Research proposals on topics related
to sustainability and CSR are particularly welcome. www.ceeman.org/pages/en/imta_research.html
Program Management Seminar – 2-4 March 2011, Bled, Slovenia
The seminar is designed for program managers and program directors responsible for the design,
marketing, and execution of degree, open enrolment, or in-company programs in management education, and has been a great success ever since its first edition in 2005.
www.ceeman.org/pages/en/pms.html
IMTA – International Management Teachers Academy – 5-17 June 2011, Bled, Slovenia
A new generation of management faculty for the new generation of leaders
This major European faculty development program offers a unique opportunity for young faculty to
improve their teaching skills, methods, and materials, especially those related to the use of cases in
management education. IMTA Alumni Association now counts close to 400 management teachers
from 32 countries.
www.ceeman.org/pages/en/imta.html
**********************************************************************************************************
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===========================

Web Science Conference 2011
Koblenz, Germany, June 15-17, 2011
http://www.websci11.org/
===========================
=== Call for Abstracts ====
===========================
Web Science is concerned with the full scope of socio-technical relationships that are engaged in the World
Wide Web. It is based on the notion that understanding the Web involves not only an analysis of its architecture and applications, but also insight into the people, organizations, policies, and economics that are affected by and subsumed within it. As such Web Science, and thus this conference, is inherently interdisciplinary
and integrates computer and information sciences, sociology, economics, political science, law, management, language and communication, geography and psychology. This conference is unique in the manner in
which it brings these disciplines together in creative and critical dialogue and we invite papers from all these
disciplines and those which cross traditional disciplinary boundaries.
Following the success of WebSci'09 in Athens and WebSci'10 in Raleigh we are seeking papers that demonstrate the development, scope, and relevance of the emerging field of Web Science. Possible topics for submissions include:
* On-line lives: individuals and organizations shopping, dating,
learning, networking
* Trust and privacy
* Evolving technologies -- new search technologies, linked data, new Web
languages and/or protocols, and emerging application areas
* The pro-human web in an unequal world: access, inequalities and
agendas for change
* Web futures: possibilities critiques and challenges
* The web and the state: nationalism, politics. democracy
* Governance control and power
* Knowledge, education, and scholarship--the potential and effects of
crowdsourcing and long tails
* Intellectual property and the Commons
* The dark side of the Web--such as cybercrime, pornography and
terrorism
Important Dates
---------------
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Important Dates
--------------Submission deadline for 2-page abstracts: 28 February 2011
Notification of acceptance: 21 March 2011
Submission Information
---------------------Submissions are in the form of extended abstracts of 250-500 words (max. 2 pages). Abstracts may be submitted in PDF (.pdf, preferred), HTML (.html), plain-text (.txt) or Word (.doc) format.
Authors of accepted abstracts will have the option to submit a paper, which will be published on the conference website. The recommended length of submitted papers is 6 to 8 pages. A selection of accepted abstracts will be allotted a slot for an oral presentation and/or a poster presentation. The best submissions will
be invited to a journal contribution.

_______________________________________________
Programme Chairs:
David de Roure, eResearch Center, University of Oxford Scott Poole, Department of Communication, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
General Chairs:
Steffen Staab, Institute for Web Science & Technologies, University of Koblenz-Landau; York Sure, GESIS Leibniz Institute for Social Science & University of Koblenz-Landau; Christof Wolf, GESIS - Leibniz Institute for
Social Science & University of Mannheim; Gianfranco Walsh, Institute for Management, University of Koblenz-Landau
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEMBERS
President Morten Huse, BI Norwegian School of Mangagement & Tor Vergata
University, Rome
Past President Peter McKiernan, University of St Andrews, UK
Vice-Presidents Luca Gnan, University of Tor Vergata, Italy
Kathrin Moeslein, Erlangen-Nuernberg University, Germany
Henk Volberda, Erasmus University Rotterdam, Netherlands
Hans van Ees, University of Groningen
EMR Editors Alfonso Gambardalla & Maurizio Zollo, Bocconi University
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Ireland
Italy

Suzanne Young, La Trobe University
Regine Bendl, Vienna University
of Economics
Aimé Heene
Ghent University
Ron Ferguson
Concordia University
Anne-Marie Søderberg, Copenhagen Business School
Vesa Suutari, University of
Vaasa
Armand Hatchuel
Ecole des Mines de Paris
Anne-Katrien Neyer, University
of Erlangen-Nuernberg
James Quinn
Trinity College Dublin
Anna Comacchio, University
Ca'Foscari

Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
UK
USA
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Ad van Iterson, Maastricht
University
Fred Stronen
Oslo University College
Woiciech Czakon
University of Katowice
Carlos Cabral-Cardoso
University of Minho
Tomaz Cater
University of Ljubljana
Alejandro Escriba-Esteve, University of Valencia
Hans Lundberg, Växjö University
Georg von Krogh
ETH Zurich
Catherine Cassell, Manchester Business School
Fariborz Damanpour, Rutgers Business School

ANNUAL CONFERENCE CHAIRS
2009 - Liverpool
Terry McNulty
2010 – Rome
Luca Gnan
2011 – Tallinn
Ruth Alas

PAST PRESIDENT
2001 – 2006
2006 - 2010

Joan Ricart, IESE, Spain
Peter McKiernan, University of St Andrews, UK

Newsletter Editor
To be announced

EURAM c/o EIASM
31 place de Brouckère, B-1000 Bruxelles
Luisa Jaffé – Administrative Coordinator,
luisa.jaffe@eiasm.be
www.euram-online.org

Newsletter Editorial Assistant
Swapnesh Masrani, swapnesh.masrani@stir.ac.uk
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